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Arun, Ram and Lakshmi went to school.
Their teacher took them on an excursion to the moon.
The class landed on the moon after five minutes. Arun, Lakshmi and Ram sneaked out of the rocket to engage in some mischief.
Later, the teacher noticed that the three students were missing when he took a head-count of students. He was worried. Where would they have gone missing?
The rest of the students and the teacher searched the entire moon for the students while Arun, Lakshmi and Ram were playing like superheros.
On finding them, the teacher became very angry. He asked everyone to go back to the rocket and he yelled at the three naughty students.
Lakshmi, Arun and Ram apologized for their mistake. The teacher accepted their apologies.
Let's go to the Moon!
(English-Tamil)

The story revolves around school students' journey to the moon.

This is a Level 1 book for children who are eager to begin reading.